Improved Stabilized Approximate Inverse (ISAINV) based on A-orthogonalization process is known as an effective preconditioning technique for the conjugate gradient (CG) method to solve highly ill-conditioned linear systems. This research aims to accelerate the convergence of the finite element analysis of shell structures by preserving the sparsity in the preconditioning matrix and by parallelizing the localized process of ISAINV preconditioning. In the numerical results, the proposed ISAINV preconditioner shows better convergence and faster computational time than the conventional preconditioning.
Introduction
The finite element method (FEM) is widely used in the engineering and industrial fields. In particular, for platy structures, which are industrially important components, used in airplanes, marine vessels and automobiles and so on, shell element is mostly assigned in the FE mesh. Shell element generally gives good results in platy structures using a much smaller number of nodes than solid element [1] . However, we have to note that in the solving phase of linear system equations when iterative solvers are employed, iterations required for convergence are increased due to the large condition number of the stiffness matrix originating from shell elements (ill-condition).
The computational burden of structural analysis dramatically increases with the need for accuracy, and especially, the memory requirement of direct solvers for a huge matrix is much bigger than that of iterative solvers. Thus, using a direct solver always faces serious difficulties both in CPU time and memory capacity even if computational resources have been continuously increased, like the K computer for example. As one of the promising solution techniques to solve ill-conditioned large-scale matrices, a highly parallelized iterative solver with strong preconditioning has been pursued.
Among recent preconditioners, the approximate inverse preconditioning is known to be a reliable method for solving highly ill-conditioned linear systems. Benzi et.al. [2] proposed the stabilized approximate inverse (SAINV) based on A-orthogonalization process. In this method, appropriate entries of the preconditioning matrix are dropped through the dropping strategy to maintain the sparsity of generated preconditioner. Ikeda and Fujino [3] proposed Improved SAINV (ISAINV) with the double dropping strategy and reported the enhanced convergence [3] . The same strategy as ISAINV was proposed in Factored sparse approximate inverse (FAPINV) by Lee and Zhang independently [4, 5] . However, these methods require high calculation cost due to a recursive determination of the non-zero sparsity pattern of the preconditioner.
In this paper, we propose localized preconditioners called localized ISAINV(p) (p is fill-in level) based on the non-zero sparsity pattern of the coefficient matrix. The proposed methods can determine the non-zero sparsity pattern of preconditioner in advance without the recursive process. Numerical examples of beam shape models have shown the better properties of the proposed methods.
Stabilized approximate inverse

Preconditioned conjugate gradient method
Preconditioned conjugate gradient method [6] is a well-known iterative solver to solve symmetric positive definite linear systems shown as:
where A A A is a sparse coefficient n × n matrix, x x x is solution vector and b b b is right-hand side vector. A A A is assumed to be large and sparse in this study. An algorithm of preconditioned conjugate gradient method is shown in Fig. 1 
end for 7: for j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . , n do 8:
for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n do 10: 
for k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n do 10: if (f ik ̸ = 0) then 11: 
accordingly.
Improved stabilized approximate inverse
ISAINV [3] shown in A great advantage of this method is that complete parallel computation can be performed at the matrix-vector multiplication of preconditioner M M M −1 in PCG iterations. ISAINV provides a robust factorization to maintain the positive definite property of preconditioner M M M . In other words, the elements d j are not allowed to be negative. At this factorization, the corresponding factors less than tolerance tol is set to zero to keep the sparsity of preconditioner M M M . In this paper, the dropping strategy is indicated by drop(*,tol) on line 9 in Fig. 2 
Parallelization and acceleration of stabilized approximate inverse for parallel finite element method
In this section, we propose to apply the same sparsity pattern as that of the coefficient matrix A A A and localized strategy to the process of ISAINV preconditioning for acceleration in conjugate gradient iterations.
Preservation sparsity profile of the coefficient ma-
trix Conventional ISAINV [2, 3] needs the dropping strategy with tolerance tol to make the preconditioner M preserve the sparsity. However, this strategy must determine suitable tolerance value, which may vary depending on problems.
This cost can be reduced by ISAINV(p) based on the non-zero sparsity pattern of the coefficient matrix A A A, which is proposed in this study. ISAINV(p) is shown in Fig. 3 where p is fill-in level and F F F is the filled matrix. In the proposed method, unit triangular matrix Z Z Z are holding the same sparsity pattern of the coefficient matrix A A A for acceleration of generating preconditioner. Thus, the time consuming dropping process (drop(*,tol)) is not necessary.
Meanwhile, the proposed method uses double dropping strategy that is known as keeping calculate the accuracy of generating preconditioner with tolerance toldd [3] .
Localized preconditioning
Parallelization of preconditioning is indispensable for large-scale computing. Even if we have got a robust preconditioner, high-performance parallelization must be considered. In recent years, several kinds of technique have been used for parallelization; ignoring fill-in, ignoring communication among subdomains, localized block strategy and so on. In this paper, a localized strategy is employed.
Schematic representation of node-based domain decomposition is shown in Fig. 4 . In this figure, the unstructured grid is decomposed into two distributed subdomains. The thick colored node is called external node that is used to transfer numerical data to another subdomain.
The unit upper triangular preconditioner of ISAINV with localized strategy, which is subdivided into 4 subdomains is shown in Fig. 5 . Localized ISAINV does not accept any fill-in spanning on multiple processes like thin colored domain in Fig. 5 .
This strategy enhances the performance of the parallel execution though the performance of preconditioning Fill-in domain Ignored domain depends on a number of parallel processes.
Numerical results
Description of problems
We have tested conjugate gradient solvers with ILU(0), ISAINV(0), ILU(1) and ISAINV(1) preconditioners. ISAINV(p) (fill-in level p = 0, 1) is our proposed strategies. The tolerance toldd is empirically selected to attain minimized CG iterations. The convergence tolerance of the relative residual ε is set to 10 −8 . Solvers are implemented in FrontISTR [7] , which is an open-source parallel FEM program using OpenMPI [8] and OpenMP [9] based on the domain decomposition method. The global stiffness matrix is memorized in a one-dimensional array on 3×3 BCSR (blocked compressed sparse raw) manner. Hardware system configuration is shown in Table 1 .
In Problem 1, we solve SHELL-A matrix generated from a beam shape model shown in Fig. 6 . MITC4 [10] shell element is used. The matrix has 918 nodes, 850 elements, 5,508 DOFs, 697,788 non-zero entries.
This example is computed with 16 OpenMP threads on a node without the domain decomposition. The purpose of problem 1 is to evaluate the proposed dropping strategy, preventing the localization affect by domain decomposition.
In Problem 2, SHELL-B matrix is constructed by refining SHELL-A model and the proposed localization strategy in the parallel computing is evaluated. Localized ILU(1) and localized ISAINV(1) are considered here. SHELL-B matrix has 10,848 nodes, 10,000 elements, 65,088 DOFs, 3,331,728 non-zero entries. This model is decomposed into 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16 subdomains. Each subdomain is computed by an MPI process on each node using 16 OpenMP threads.
Dropping strategy
The result of Problem 1 is shown in Table 2 . "toldd" is the tolerance of our method, "Iteration" is the number of iterations until convergence, "CG-time" is the total computational time for preconditioning and CG iterations. The convergence histories of Problem 1 are shown in Fig. 7 .
Considering one-level fill-in of ISAINV(0), iterations of ISAINV(1) are successfully decreased.
Localization strategy
The result of Problem 2 is shown in Table 3 . "PE" is the number of processors, "P-time" is the generation time for preconditioner [sec], "Total time" is the sum of P-time and CG-time [sec], and "Total accel." is the ratio of the acceleration of total time against 1 process computation, respectively.
Iterations of localized ILU(1) and localized SAINV(1) are increased with a number of subdomains because the amount of ignored fill-ins spanning over subdomains is increased and accordingly the effect of preconditioning is deteriorated.
We note that the generating time for proposed preconditioners can be efficiently reduced in a parallel computation strategy, which uses the localized data structure.
The total time of localized ISAINV(1) is 2.5 times faster than that of localized ILU(1) when using 16 parallel subdomains.
Conclusions
We have proposed localized preconditioner called "localized ISAINV(p)" (p is fill-in level). The preconditioner utilizes the non-zero sparsity pattern of the coefficient matrix, and conventional recursive process to determine the non-zero patterns of preconditioners is waived. Numerical experiments have shown following results.
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